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The present paper will attempt to achieve a scientific explanation of Aleut Eskimo 

Cor Suk) numerals by delving into a systematic linguistic characterization of the number 

system. The data used in this study are from several dialects of Aleut Eskimo that include 

Chignik CC) , Old Harbor, Kodiak CK) , Perryville CP) , and Nuchek CN) .! T oday Aleut 

Eskimo is spoken by only a few hundred people in the southwest of Alaska. 2 

Aleut Eskimo is one of the four dialects of Yupik Eskimo; the other three are Yuk 

(spoken around the Kuskokwim, the Yukon, and the Bristol Bay areas) , Cux (spoken on 

Nunivak Island)3, and Siberian Eskimo, or St. Lawrence Island Eskimo (spoken on St. 

Lawrence Island and in the eastern part of Siberia). The data were collected during the 

summers of 1973, 1974,1979, and in November of 1979. 

Eskimo is considered to be a polysynthetic, or incorporating, language in which a 

single word may function as the equivalent of a sentence. Each word contains one base 

morpheme, nominal or verbal, in the initial position, to which any number of suffixes are 

agglutinated; the language is exclusively suffixational. Practically no theoretical limi ts are 

imposed on the number of suffixes. The language is also word order free. Grammatical 

relation is thus not as much dependent on word order in this language as in some lan

guages (e.g. , English) . The AE numeral '60', for instance, can be said either pingaayun 

suinat (three 20's) or suinat pingaayun (twenty 3's) in Chignik. This does not mean that 

the word order in this language, particularly in a numerical expression, is absolutely free . 4 

The numeral '33', for instance, is normally said only in one way: suinaq qulenek pingaa

yunek (20+ 10 +3), because suinaq and qulenek together form a unit (i.e., '30'), to which 

* The research was supported in part by the American Philosophical Society. This paper was 
presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association, Cincinnati, 1979. 

1 The Nuchek data was collected in Cordova from Mr. Theodor Chamavisky, 69 years old, who 
came originally from Nuchek, a village 35 miles SW of Cordova, Alaska. According to Chamavisky, 
he was the last person to leave the village in 1929 and settle in Cordova; most villagers abandoned 
the village to settle in Kodiak, Valdez, and Tatitlek. 

2 M. Krauss reports that there are L 000 people speaking Aleut Eskimo. This figure seems to 
be much greater when we consider only fluent speakers of the language. English Bay in Cook 
Inlet is probably the only village where children are still speaking the Eskimo. Everywhere else 
only the older generation can speak the language (Krauss 1975:19). 

3 The names of the dialects Yuk, Cux, and Suk mean 'person' . They are named after the word 
'person' for convenience. 

4 For example, any element within and embedded sentence cannot enter the domain of its 
matric sentence. 
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the word pingaayunek is added. 5 

The number words used throughout are transcribed using Koo's orthography (1978 : 

5-8) with phonetic transcription of the basic morphemes and suffixes. Morphological anal

ysis is also provided in parentheses whenever possible, for convenience. Variant forms are 

cited for additional information when available. 

The present study will discuss the underlying rules governing the number sequence, 

illuminating what would otherwise remain obscure. There are no reports on studies of the 

Aleut Eskimo number system that have systematically or scientifically treated these details. 

We will be concerned here mainly with the linguistic organization of the numerical words 

used in AE. 

It is generally understood that a number sequence in any language repeatedly uses 

a finite and small, but sufficient, quantity of basic numerals, or radicals, in their proper 

order and context (Menninger 1977:8). In AE, we find only a small number of basic 

number morphemes and their accompanying suffixes, which are combined to form higher 

numerals. The basic morphemes and suffixes are as follows: 

Basic Number Morphemes 

ahl'iingu (q) [aLiinu (q)] ( l) < 'appendage' 6 

(ahl'xhingu (q) (C) ; ahl' xhilu (q)/ahl 'ilu (q) (K )) 

a tille (k) [a tilli (k)] (2) 

(malleghu(k) [malliI5u (k) ] < 'one that follows' (C) ; 

mahl'u(k) (P); mal1'u (k) (K )) 

pingau- [pioau-] 

(pingaayu- (C,K)) 

staama

tahliima-

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

< 'addendum' 

< 'one arm' 

agh'win- [aI5win-] (6) 

(axh'hwi- [aXMi- ] (C,P) 

mahl'xhu

inglu

quule-

(qule- (C,K) 

suina (q) 

qangaanaka (q) 

tiisicsa (q) 

qupe (q) 

5 For further details, see below. 

(7) 

(8) < 'pairage' 

(la) < 'upper part of the body' 

(20) < 'the whole body' 

(100) < 'squirrel' 

(1000) (a Russian loan word ) 

'half' 

6 It is noted that the meaning of some lexical items prov ided here is not necessarily precise ; 
rather it should be taken as a partial equivalent. 
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Numeral Suffixes 

- k 'dual' 

-t 'plural' 

-mek 'indefinite singular' 

- nek 'indefinite non-singular, i.e. , indefinite dural or plural' 

- (n) Zen (-Zegen (C) ; -hlen [-Lin] (P) ; -Zek (K» 7 'across over' 

-ngi (n) 'on the other side' 

-ngua(n) (-nguya(n) (C» 'almost' 

- m 3rd per . sg. 

-a 3rd per. sg. 

Aleut Eskimo Numbers 

1: ahl'iinguq (N)/ahl'xhinguq (C)/ahl'xhiluq, ahl 'iluq (K) 

2: atillek (N)/malleghuk (C)/mahl'uk (P)/mall'ek (K) 

3: pingaun (N)/pingaayun (C,K) 

4: staaman (N,C)/staamanek (K) 

5: tahliiman (N,C)/tahliimanek (K) 

6: agh'winlen (N,K)/axh'hwilegen (C) / axh'hwi'hien (P) 

7: mahl'xhuungin (N,C)/mahl'xhuuginek (K) 
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8: ingluulen (N) / inglulegen, inglulen (C) / inglulek (P)/inglulegnek, inglulegen, inglulex'nek 

CK) 

9 : quulenguan (N)/qulenguyan (C)/qulenguyaanek CK) 

10 : quulen, quIa (N) / qulen (C) / qulenek (K) 

11 : quia ahl'iinguq, quia ahl 'iingumek (N)/qula ahl'xhilumek (K) 

12: quIa atillegnek (N)/qula malleghuk, malleghunek (C)/qula mallegnek (K) 

13 : quia pingaunek (N)/qula pingaayunek, quIa pingaayun (C) 

14 : quIa staaman, quIa staamanek (N) 

15 : qual tahliiman, quia tahliimanek CN) 

16: quia agh'winlegnek (N)/qula axh'hwilegen, quIa axh'hwilegnek CC) 

17: quIa mahl'xhuungin, quIa mahl'xhuunginek (N,C) 

18: quIa ingluulegnek (N)/qula inglulegen (C) 

19: quIa qulenguanek (N)/qula qulenguuyan, quia qulenguuyanek (C) 

7 The various phonetic shapes of the suffix morpheme 'across over' can be derived from the 
underlying morpheme -Zek, to which we can apply such rules as Spirantization and Voicing Assimi
lation. The word fi nal -11 of illgluuZeg en is to be interpreted as the plural morpheme used in nu
merals in stead of the regular plural morpheme -t (see '3' through '9' ) . It is interesting to observe 
the -t taking the place of the -n in some numerals in Siberian Eskimo (e.g., pi1lgayut, stamat, 
tahlimat ) . Clearly the -n is added to -Zek to produce -Zen or Zeg en. In some dialects (e.g., Nuchek) , 
the -k elides before the nasal, and in some dialects (e.g ., Kodiak) the -k is simply spirantized to the 
voiced velar fricative [ y] , then the consonant cluster thus created being interrupted by insertion of 
the epenthetic vowel e, because in Yupik Eskimo no consonant cluster is permitted in word final 
position. The unvoicing of the Z ( i.e., L ) of the -Zek in rerryvill~ js probably due to its being 
loo~ely joine~ t9 t)le preceding sound segment. . 
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20: suinaq (N,C,P,K ) 

21: suinaq ahl'iingumek (N) 

28: suinaq ingluulenek (N) 

30: suinaq quulenek (N) / suinaq qulemck CK) 

31: suinaq quulenek ahl'iingumek (N)/suinaq ahl' xhingumek CC) 

32: suinaq quulenek atillegilek CN)/suinaq qulenek malleghunek CC) 

33: suinaq quulenek pingaunek CN) / suinaq qulenck pingaayunek CC) 

38: suinaq quulenek ingluulegnek (N) 

40: suinak atillek CN) / suinak malleghuk CC) / suinak mall'ek CK) 

44: suinak malleghuk staamanek CN) 

50 : qangaanakam quppii ,Cqupeq 'half' + a ' its' ) 'half of one hundred' 

51: qangaanakam quppii ahliingumek (N)/mall 'ek suina k qulemek (K) 

55: qangaanakam quppii tahliimanek (N) 

60: pingaun suinat CN)/pingaayun suinat (C) 

61: pingaun suinat ahl'iingumek CN) 

69: pingaun suinat quulenguanek CN)/pingaayun suinat qulenguyaanek (C) 

70: pingaun suinat quulenek (N)/pingaayun suinat qulemek (K) 

80: staaman suinat CN) 

90: staaman suinat quulenek (N)/staaman suinat qulemek (K) 

92: staaman suinat quulenek atillegnek CN)/staaman suinat qulenek malleghuk CC) 

100: qangaanakaq (N)/tahliiman suinat CK) 

101: qangaanakaq ahl'iinguq, qangaanakaq ahl'iingumek (N) 

llO: qangaanakaq quulenek (N) 

200: atillek qangaanakak (N) 

263: at illek qangaanakak pingaun suinat pingaunek (N) 

1000: tiisicsaq, quia (or qulen ) qangaanakat 

4000: staaman tiisicsa t 

8127: inglulegen tiisicsat ahl'iinguq qangaanakaq suinaq mahl'xhuunginek CN) 

AE numerals as observed above can be grouped into two categories with respect to 

their linguistic organization. One is a morphological category in which the formation of a 

numeral is limited to use of the suffixes at word level, and the other is a syntactical category 

in which the formation of a numeral goes beyond a morphological level and uses a syn

tactic strategy. For instance, the Nuchek, numeral qangaanakam qllppii '50' is a possessive 

construction; it derives from qangaanakaq '100' plus the possessor ending -m and qupeq 

or qupa 'half' plus the possessed ending -a, literally meaning 'one hundred's its half. '8 

The AE numerals in the preceding section show that suinaq '20' holds a special 

place among the numeral morphemes to form higher numerals. It plays the part of a 

building block as in the other dialects of Eskimo, thus leading to the VIGESIMAL 

8 For further phonological details, see below. 
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grouping. In Nuchek such numerals as '40' and '60' are therefore shown by using suinaq 

as the base, such as suinak atillek (20 X 2) and suinat pingaun (20 X 3) . The suffixes -k 

and -t of suinak and suinat are respectively dual and plural, showing agreement in number. 

We observe the word quia or quulen is never used in dual or plural form ; such expressions 

as '10 X 4' and '10 X 6' are not possible. 

In Aleut Eskimo as well as in the other dialects of Yupik, the difference between 

addition and multiplication lies in number agreement. In adding, no agreement is shown 

in number, as in the words suinaq atillegnek (20 + 2) and suinaq ingluulenek (20 + 8) . On 

the other hand, in the words suinak atillek (20 X 2) and suinat ingluulen (20 X 8), the -k 

and -t show the dual and the plural agreeing in number with atillek '2' and ingluulen '8' 

respectively. The endings -mek and -nek apparently appear only in addition, never in 

multiplication . 

Suinaq means 'one's whole body' because it implies 10 fingers and 10 toes, i. e. , all 

the hands and toes finished in counting 'whereas the word quia, or quulen, means 'the 

upper part of the body' because it implies 10 fingers only, i.e., all the hands fi nished in 

counting. This suggests that in the past Eskimos, like many other Americans,9 learned to 

count by the paired conditions on their own bodies such as hands and feet. We observe 

in some Yupik speaking areas that when they count using their hands, they start with 

the left hand. On naming 'one' through 'five' they stretch out the little finger first, then 

the next finger, and so on. At 'five' they stretch out the thumb. There is, however, no 

evidence that people in the AE area (at least as far as Nuchek is concerned) used fingers 

and toes while counting as in some Yupik villages and in the East Eskimo. lo 

The word '10' , quulen and quia, is never found in multiplication, it is used only 

in adding to form such higher numbers as suinaq quulenek (20 + 10) '30' and staaman 

suinat quulenek atillegnek (4x20+ 10 +2) '92'. The ending -nek, which is added to the 

stem morpheme quule- and atillek-, is the indefinite non-singular marker used here as a 

sort of 'plus' indicator. Notice that in Kodiak (K) the indefinite singular marker -mek is 

often found in place of the -nek in the other AE dialects whereas in Nuchek the -mek is 

only found with the word 'one' III a compound numeral word (e. g., '21', '31' , '51' ) . 

The word quia is limited in use only to numerals above '10' such as quia ahl'iingumek 

' 11' and quIa inglulegen (or inglulegnek) '18'; it occurs with words 11 through 19 only. 

In Aleut Eskimo, particularly in Nuchek, we find the AE word qangaanaq '100' 

(literally meaning 'squirrel ' ) . The Russian loanword tiisicsaq ' 1000' in Nuchek is thus not 

absolutely necessary to form such numerals as '6000' and '8000' in that they can also be 

said pingaun suinat qangaanat (3 X 20 X 100) and staaman sllinat qangaanat (4 X 20 X 100). 

9 Dixon and Kroeber reports tha t some Californian Indians also dominantly use the vigesimal 
system (Dixon and Kroeber 1907 : 664"'666). 

10 My informant in Cordova responded by saying that he was not aware or familiar with any 
such body W9yewents being made by his people while counting (ThalQit41er 1908: 6-7) . 
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It is said that in past days a bundle of 45 squirrels was needed to make a parka in some 

areas,ll and a bundle of 100 squirrels was probably needed in areas like Nuchek as the 

squirrels in this village were smaller than in other villages. The word qangaanaq then 

was util ized using a syntactic device, to form the numeral '50', toge ther with the word 

qupeq 'half', i.e., by putting qangaanaq into the relative case (that shows the possessor 

of another noun) and having qupeq with the possessed ending. The word '50' can be ex

plained as composed of qangaanaq- '100' + the singular relative case ending m12 imd qupeq 

or qupa13 ' half' + the third person possessed ending -a. 14 See the following data: 

ellem quppii (ene + m qupeq +a) 

quulem quppii 

quulenguam quppii 

'half of the house' 

'half of ten' 

'half of nine' 

The numerals above five, except the word '8', are not radicals but derivative words . 

These derivatives are partly arithmetical (e.g., quia pingaun 00+3) and are partly 

composite (e. g. , mahi'xhuungin < mahi'xhu- '2' plus -ngin ion the other side' ) . The ari

thmetical device is not new, of course, in many modern languages. The AE numerals are 

largely based on a small number of primary basic morphemes of radicals and on mathe

matical process. 

One characteristic of the Yupik number system, including the AE system, is the 

quinary process, the numerals from six to nine being formed on a quinary base, and the 

numerals from ten to twenty being formed from those numerals below ten, added to the 

word quia ' 10' . The form of quinary process continues to twenty. This counting method, 

according to Dixon and Kroeber,15 is the most complete type of quinary numeration. Aleut 

Eskimo can thus be said to have a quinary-vigesimal system. Furthermore, this may explain 

why the quinary and vigesimal methods have a tendency to associate more often with each 

11 I owe this 'information to Mr. Gust Bartman (a Yuk Eskimo speaker in Dillingham, AK). 
According to h im, there is, however, no trace tha t the word qallgaanaq was used to represent 'lOO' 
or '45' in his area. 

12 T he dual and plural relative case endings are respectively -k and -t , exactly the same as the 
dual and plural number endings. See the examples : 

atillek quppii 'half of two, i. e. , two's half' 
nupahlkiat ennii (nupahlkiaq + t ene+a) 'men' s house' 
nupahlkiak enn ii (nupahlkiaq+k ene+a) 'two men's house' 

13 The und erlying representat ion of qula is / qule/ [quli]. The e in Yupik is lowered to a in 
word fina l posit ion (Koo 1975:37-39) . 

11 In many dialects of Yupik Eskimo, the word final q is deleted if it is preceded by a single 
vowel. The sound sequence e+ a then is flattened to ii. However, consider the following example in 
which the possessed ending -a is not flattened because of the vowel a preceding the q: nupahlkiam 
agh'naa (nupahlkiaq + m agh'naq +a) 'the man's woman'. 

Detailed discussion of the vowel flattening is not attempted here as it is not direct ly relevant 
to the present subject. 

15 Dixon and Kroeber (1907: 664-665) . 
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each other than with the decimal, as Dixon and Kroeber contend .16 There is no trace of 

the decimal system existing above twenty in the AE language. 

I t is notrd, however, that the AE system is not quite as quinary as is the East 

Eskimo sys tem, where the numerals 1 to 20 are divided into four series with the leading 

basic morphemes in each series (i.e., 1, 6, 11 , and 16) Y In the East Eskimo these leading 

numerals are represented by distinct ive words, not by derivatives. 

Concluding Remarks 

As Eskimos have frcquently been considered as primitive people, one would natu

rally be inclined to assume that Esl, imos, unlike people of more technologically advanced 

cultures, cannot count very high numerals. The data so far examined with regard to the 

formation of high numerals in several dialects of Yupik Eskimo indicate that Eskimos can 

count without particular difficulty as high a number as is desired. They can count into 

the hundreds and thousands once they catch on to the basic counting mechanism underly

ing their counting system. 

The present study is by no means thorough. There are probably some other types 

of coun ting devices used in Aleut Eskimo that have not been investigated in the study, 

due to insufficient fie ldwork or unavailable information. In this fieldwork it was noted 

that not many youn g Eskimo people, particularly AE speakers, know how to count be

yond the number ' 10', and that surprisingly not many older people could count beyond the 

number '20', which is presumably due to the fact that, to older people, any number 

beyond '20' is a complicated idea, because it was generally unnecessary for them in their 

old days. 
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